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ABSTRACT
Water region estimation is considered as one of the fundamental classification tasks in remote sensing. Several
previous research works focused on traditional practices such as spectral analysis, and statistical approaches
for water region estimation. However, producing a consistent global scale water estimation results are still
considered as relatively challenging task. On the other hand, in computer vision applications Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) emerged as greater tool for classification tasks. Recently, Recurrent Convolutional Neural
Network(R-CNN) proposed for improved classification results. Therefore, inspired from R-CNN, this research
proposes a Recurrent feedback Encoder-Decoder without max-pooling for global scale water region estimation
using temporal Landsat-8 images. The proposed R-CNN uses three Landsat-8 images which consist of current
observation (t0) to predict water region and two previous observation of the same location (t − 1, t − 2), and
these three temporal observation of the same location were employed for training with the ground truth labelled
data (water/non-water) from the current observation. Proposed R-CNN model uses temporal input data and
results in multi-temporal output for water region estimation. Experiments show promising results especially
while using concatenated recurrent feedback features. The model significantly outperforms baseline model and
UNet (without recurrent and feedback structure). Detailed comparison study on temporal Landsat-8 images
that highly affected by sunglint, cloud and other atmospheric conditions shows that the proposed model has a
potential to produce reliable water region estimation where UNet, baseline model R-CNN single model fail.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Classification of water and non-water region is useful for several applications, such as estimating the occurrence
of water measuring water change over time [1,2], an accurate sea-land separation is an important step in the
ship detection workflow [3], etc. Accurate water region estimation algorithm can be used to asses the temporal
changes and hence monitor the events like flood, coastal inundation, river channel change drought, etc. Providing
an reliable water region estimation in regional scale is relatively an easy task. However, the challenge of this
work is to estimate water region from medium resolution satellite images in a global scale. Because spectral
reflectance of water/non-water can be varied due to the effect of hill-shadows, sunglint, geometry of the target
and atmospheric condition and clouds. In addition, satellite observations such as sun azimuth and sensor zenith
may also have differences for various regions or for temporal observation of the same region. At the global scale,
all these conditions may be encountered. However, common remote sensing practices such as threshold, spectral
analysis, and statistical approaches are not sufficient to produce a globally adaptable water region estimation
model.
Several previous studies focused on water region estimation on a regional scale using supervised classification
methods [4] band thresholding, and other statistical approaches [5]. The most commonly applied spectral indices
are the Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) [6] and the Modified Normalized Difference Water Index
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MNDWI [6], which utilize the reflectance of the green and Near-Infrared (NIR) bands and Shortwave Infrared
(SWIR) bands.
Several eminent research work carried out for accurate water detection in global scale [2, 7], however these
research works relatively better in good quality data set. Most of these model perform poorly if the image
affected by sunglint, cloud and other various atmospheric conditions. Moreover, these methods generally use a
tree-based approaches which includes several additional data sets such as Digital Elevation Model, glacier data,
urban area data, volcanic lava data, etc., Our previous researches [ 8,9] also tried to address these issues by several
machine learning and deep learning approaches. However, in this research we mainly investigate the efficacy of
temporal observations to improve the water region estimation especially in cases where some of the temporal
observation affected by sunglint, cloud or other noises. Several researches utilize the temporal information to
improve the classification results in remote sensing domain [10]. In addition, deep learning models, which uses
Recurrent-CNN [11,12] for classification and detection tasks, demonstrated robust and improved performance
compared to only feed-forward approaches. Also, studies using both feedback and recurrent features such as
[13,14] have resulted in significant improvement in performance even with relatively shallow network models.
And, iterative nature of feedback-recurrent networks [11, 12,13,14] are very suitable for implementing models
with temporal observations used as inputs. Therefore, in this research, we designed and explored CNN with
recurrent and feedback connections for global scale water region estimation on multi-spectral satellite images.

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD
The workflow of the proposed approach is shown in Figure 1. The first step is to prepare reference data from
Global Surface Water (GSW)[2]. Second, collect and pre-process the multi-temporal satellite images and convert
to Top of Atmospheric (TOA) reflectance using the given rescaling coefficients. Third step is to train the
Recurrent CNN model using temporal Landsat-8 images (Figure 1). The network output three water region
estimation correspond to t0, t − 1andt − 2 respectively and one concatenated results(t0, t − 1, t − 2).

Figure 1: General workflow of the multi-temporal water region estimation using proposed method

2.1 Training data preparation
Large number of labeled samples are required to train a deep learning model to produce high accuracy results
in a global scale approach. Therefore, temporal data collected from randomly selected various locations around
the world. Thirty Landsat-8 images were used to train the network which collected from ten randomly selected
locations(three for each location). Eighteen Landsat-8 images where used to test the model which collected from
six randomly selected locations. Geometrically and Radiometrically corrected Landsat-8 images were transformed
into Top of Atmospheric Reflectance (TOA) using given scaling coefficients. Four spectral bands such as blue
(452 - 512 nm), green (533 - 590 nm), red (636 - 0.673 nm), NIR (851 - 879 nm) were used as input. We used
a relatively easy method to prepare corresponding ground truth for water and non-water region from temporal
occurrence map of global surface water [2]. The Landsat-8 images overlaid with water occurrence map (1-100)
for the same location, and only pixels selected which are sure to be either water or land, remaining pixels kept

as non-labeled data. Therefore, the ground truth prepared was not complete (Figure 2(b)), however, we could
generate millions of pixels as valid ground truth. We used single ground truth for multi-temporal data training
for each location, however, we assume ground truth pixels valid in through temporal observations since we are
not used boundary pixels where variation can be occurred due to tidal or usual small water region changes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Examples of Landsat-8 images and corresponding labeled samples, where, water: green, land: maroon

2.2 Recurrent-CNN Feedback model with multi-temporal output
The proposed network has three CNN-sets each contained CNN-set contain three convolution layers with 64
filters each with 3*3 kernel size. A recurrent connection added from the second convolution features of the t0
to second convolution features of t − 1 and the features from third convolution of t0, is used as an additional
feedback signal to second convolution layer of x − 1. Similar steps continued for t − 2 which extract t0 and t − 1
features accordingly. CNN derived features from t0, t − 1, t − 2 and a concatenated feature (t0, t − 1, t − 2 )
are computed. Multi-loss softmax cross-entropy (Eq.1)function used to calculate loss for each of these features
(convt 0, convt − 1, convt − 2 and concatenated features) as shown in Figure 3. Rectified Linear Unit(ReLU) is
used as an activation function after all convolution layers. Bach Normalization carried out after ReLU. A CNN
set shown in Figure 3 composed of 64 filters, a ReLu activation function and followed by a batch normalization.
As stated by the other works [8, 9], maxpooling operation may considerably reduce the ability to detect small
features especially in remote sensing images; therefore, we try to implement the proposed network without any
maxpooling operations even-though max-pooling helps to reduce memory usage and multi-scale analysis through
the layers.

Figure 3: Proposed Feedback Recurrent CNN multi-output)
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Where qi ground truth label and xt0i , xt−1i , xt−2i , xconcati are the network derived softmax probabilities score
for water/non-water class i in C from t0, t − 1, t − 2 and concatenated features.

2.3 Model training set up
Spatially aligned four spectral bands of temporal (t0, t − 1, t − 2) Landsat-8 images and corresponding ground
truth were cropped in into 128*128 patches. More than fifty two thousand patches were created (t0, t − 1, t − 2)
for training and seventeen thousand patches used for validation. The network trained of for 100 epochs, with
SGD as the optimizer and softmax cross entropy as loss function Eq. 1. We also trained a baseline model for a
fair comparison to evaluate the performance recurrent feedback process using temporal data. The architecture
of baseline model is shown in Figure 4 and similar CNN sets were used without the recurrent feedback process.
In addition a widely known UNet [15] network without recurrent feedback also trained for comparison.

Figure 4: Baseline model without recurrent feedback process

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Water region estimation from a regional multi-spectral imagery is considered as relatively an easy task. Several
studies illustrated that the simple indices based algorithms can provide reasonable results in regional scale with
good quality data. However, in this research our focus is to address the usual noises occurs in satellite images and
provide reasonably good water region estimation in a global scale. This section compares in detail the impact
of the temporal data and recurrent feedback operation in providing consistent results both in relatively good
qualitytemporal data set and noise affected data set as well.

3.1 Validation dataset
Data from six randomly selected locations around the globe has been used to evaluate the performance of the
proposed approach. From each location three temporal dataset (t0, t − 1, t − 2 ) were used for quantitative
evaluation as shown in Table 1

3.2 Comparison with other approaches and baseline model
Comparison of performance evaluation of proposed R-CNN temporal, R-CNN single, UNet [15] and baseline
model were carried out. As clearly shown in Table 2 recurrent feedback process produce promising results with
high accuracy. R-CNN temporal achieves high generality which is evidenced in high accuracy results in terms
of all the matrices such as FP+FN, commission error, omission error and Over all accuracy. R-CNN single also
performs relatively good in some cases (Great barrier reef and Lake Victoria) where noise in the t0 data may be
less and other temporal (t − 1 and t − 2) data may have relatively higher noise. In case of Lake Malawi,R-CNN
temporal works significantly better with low commission and omission error, nonetheless, R-CNN single performs
not as good as other cases studies. In all these cases compared to the baseline model R-CNN temporal performs
significantly better and consistent. Figure 5 also demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed R-CNN temporal
model in improved water region estimation for multi-temporal output.

Table 1: Temporal data set used for validation, the order shown t0, t − 1, t − 2 are basic order used in this study.
Location

Temporal

Date

order
Chilika lake, India

Lake Malawi, Africa

Lake Victoria, Africa

Great barrier reef, Australia

Chiba, Japan

Gulf of California, Mexico

(a) Gulf of California

(b) Lake Victoria

t0

2017-02-07

t-1

2017-01-22

t-2

2016-12-21

t0

2016-06-16

t-1

2016-10-22

t-2

2015-09-18

t0

2016-08-17

t-1

2016-03-26

t-2

2015-07-14

t0

2016-08-04

t-1

2015-07-17

t-2

2015-07-17

t0

2017-03-20

t-1

2017-02-16

t-2

2016-03-17

t0

2017-08-02

t-1

2018-03-30

t-2

2016-03-17

(c) Chennai, India

(d) Tastiota, Mexico

Figure 5: Multi-temporal output over various locations; water: yellow in binary results. Results derived from
features of concatenated, t0, t − 1 and t − 2 are shown first row to the last row respectively

3.3 Detailed evaluation on noise-affected temporal data
In a global scale perspective, satellite images can be affected by various atmospheric, cloud and sunglint conditions. Sunglint is a common problem in satellite remote sensing especially in water region estimation. In the
case of Landsat-8 in normal operation, the sensors view the earth at nadir Landsat; therefore, the sun zenith
angle can be a key factor that leads to sun glint. A lower sun zenith angle results in a greater chance for sunglint
[16]. Our previous study [8] used the sun zenith, sensor zenith, sun azimuth, and sensor azimuth information to
estimate the sunglint and used thresholds to reduce the impact of the the sunglint. However, in that case, study
was assuming that the water surface is calm and clean, however, it is not correct in all the locations, especially

Table 2: Performance evaluation of R-CNN temporal, R-CNN single, Baseline model and UNet.
Location
Lake Malawi, Africa

Chilika lake, India

Chiba, Japan

Great barrier reef, Australia

Lake Victoria, Africa

Gulf of California, Mexico

Average

Method

FP+FN

Comm. error

Omis. error

Accuracy

UNet

18638

0.0006

0.0001

0.9995

Base model

53129

0.0018

0.0001

0.9986

R-CNN single

21652

0.0008

0.0001

0.9994

R-CNN temporal

6625

0.0002

0.0001

0.9998

UNet

26930

0.0007

0.0001

0.9992

Base model

56700

0.0013

0.0002

0.9985

R-CNN single

22229

0.0005

0.0001

0.9993

R-CNN temporal

18533

0.0003

0.0001

0.9994

UNet

31609

0.0011

0.0006

0.9988

Base model

75271

0.0036

0.0005

0.9972

R-CNN single

28147

0.0013

0.0003

0.9989

R-CNN temporal

23685

0.0007

0.0006

0.9991

UNet

12447

0.0001

0.0003

0.9996

Base model

36335

0.0010

0.0003

0.9989

R-CNN single

10375

0.0001

0.0003

0.9996

R-CNN temporal

10559

0.0001

0.0003

0.9996

UNet

12020

0.0003

0.0001

0.9996

Base model

72366

0.0026

0.0001

0.9982

R-CNN single

9468

0.0001

0.0002

0.9997

R-CNN temporal

25339

0.0009

0.0001

0.9993

UNet

1860403

0.1496

0.0008

0.9503

Base model

1142594

0.0923

0.0008

0.9707

R-CNN single

2901498

0.2156

0.0008

0.9225

R-CNN temporal

19660

0.0011

0.0007

0.9994

UNet

327008

0.0254

0.0003

0.9911

Base model

239399

0.0171

0.0003

0.9936

R-CNN single

498895

0.0364

0.0003

0.9865

R-CNN temporal

17400

0.0005

0.0003

0.9994

in global scale estimation.
Since our network trained on temporal data set which may be included sunglint and other noises and hence
recurrent feedback CNN expected to address this issue. Gulf of California data set shown in the Table 1 has
affected by sunglint and cloud. t0 has higly affected by sunglint with a sun zenith angle of 24.56◦ and cloud cover
of 3.07%. t − 1 also affected by sunglint with sun zenith angle of 32.70◦ and cloud cover of 0.00%. t − 2 has not
much affected by sunglint with a sun zenith angle of 54.55◦ , however, 4.05% cloud cover is observed. Therefore,
these temporal data seems like affected by several noises, however, some portions of that data affected by cloud
or sun glint or other noises in one temporal data while other temporal data may be clear data. Therefore, there
is a possibility that two temporal pixels in the same location may be with good quality, which helps the network
to generate better water region estimation by using concatenated feedback recurrent-CNN features. This is the
novelty of the proposed approach, usually in remote sensing, if some pixels are affected by cloud or sunglint

Figure 6: Analysis on impact of order of temporal data with various noise level in proposed Recurrent CNN
model
or other noises, those pixels are mostly not usable. In this proposed method, we still able to estimate water
region relatively better even though the data is affected by noises. (Figure 5) demonstrates various examples of
multi-temporal water region estimation results from Chennai, India, Lake Victoria and Tastiota, Mexico.
Study also calcualated the accuracy for each multi-temporal output to evaluate the performance of the
corresponding multi-temporal estimation. We used six different orders, where all the possible sequences of
three temporal data have been carried out. Figure 6 demonstrates the performance of multi-temporal output
and concatenated result over Gulf of California region. Concatenated feature-derived result shows more or less
consistent results in all the sequences. In case of Gulf of California, t0 and t−1 more number of pixels are affected
sunglint or other atmospheric conditions compared to t − 2. Therefore, t − 2 shows consistent performance in
multi-temporal output. Notably, Figure 6 also shows order5 and order6 provides better results in all cases (t0,
t − 1, t − 2 and concatenated), which indicates t0 features are relatively more influential in network. Interestingly,
t0 results are better than UNet, baseline model and R-CNN single (Table 2) especially in order3 to order6, this
is because t0 in order3 to order6 is relatively better quality data. This results also indicate that temporal data
complement each other to produce relatively better results not only in concatenated feature case but also in each
temporal case.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This study aimed at exploring the efficacy of R-CNN by utilizing temporal Landsat-8 images (R-CNN temporal)
for producing a reliable water region estimation even in case of noise (such as cloud, sun glint and other atmospherically conditions) affected images. Hence, study proposes a Recurrent feedback Encoder-Decoder CNN
without max-pooling which produces multi-temporal outputs corresponds to (t0, t − 1, t − 2 and concatenated).
Our approach has compared with other CNN models that do not have have a recurrent feedback operation (UNet,
baseline model) and without temporal data but with recurrent feedback operation (R-CNN single). Experiments
show that R-CNN temporal performs consistently better in clear Landsat-8 images as well as in noise affected
images. As expected R-CNN single also works better than Unet and baseline model in case if clear Landsat-8
images used for estimation in all three time steps (t0, t−1, t−2). These experiments clearly states that recurrent
feedback operation increase the accuracy and if temporal data used noise affected images also classified reasonably well. Future study will implement the developed model in Google Earth engine to carry out a global water
region estimation survey. This research was focusing on globally adaptable water region estimation on medium
resolution (30m) Landsat-8 images. The future perspective of this research to a produce water region estimation

for high resolution images. Nonetheless, getting high resolution ground truth is a challenging task. Therefore,
our future perspective is to produce water region estimates from high resolution multi-spectral images (satellite,
UAV, etc.) by using model trained using medium resolution multi-spectral images (such as Landsat-8).
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